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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel system to
classify three types of electrocardiogram beats, namely
normal beats and two manifestations of heart
arrhythmia. This system includes three main modules: a
feature extract ion module, a classifier module, and an
optimization module. In the feature ext raction module, a
proper set combining the shape features and timing
features is proposed as the efficient characteristic of the
patterns. In the classifier module, a mu lti-class support
vector mach ine (SVM )-based classifier is proposed. For
the optimizat ion module, a particle swarm optimization
algorith m is proposed to search for the best value of the
SVM parameters and upstream by looking for the best
subset of features that feed the classifier. Simu lation
results show that the proposed algorith m has very high
recognition accuracy. This high efficiency is achieved
with only little features, which have been selected using
particle swarm optimizer.

Index Terms— ECG Beat Classificat ion, SVM, PSO,
Feature Selection

I.

Introduction

Electrocardiograms (ECG) are a non-invasive method
of measuring the electrical properties of the heart.
Electrocardiograms provide abundant informat ion about
the physiological state of the heart and have become
one of the most important methods in diagnosing of
heart disease. Heart arrhythmias result fro m any
disturbance in the rate, regularity, and site of origin or
conduction of the cardiac electric impu lse [1].
Classification of arrhyth mia is an important step in
developing devices for monitoring the health of
individuals.
In the literature, Several co mputer-aided heart beat
classification algorith ms have been proposed for this
task. Among the most recently published work are those
presented in [2]–[19]. In [2], the authors used wavelet
feature ext raction in tandem with genetic algorith ms for
classification of ECG beats . In [3], the authors
presented an effective cardiac arrhythmia classification
algorith m using the heart rate variability signal. The
proposed algorithm is based on the generalized
discriminant analysis feature reduction scheme and the
Copyright © 2013 MECS

support vector machine classifier. In [4] the authors
proposed new morphological features; also they used
temporal features together their mo rphological features.
They adopted multi-layer perceptron (M LP) neural
networks with various training algorith ms as their
classifier. In [5], the author used independent
components analysis for ECG detection. In [6], the
authors utilized the temporal features. In [7, 8], the
authors used wavelet transform and power spectral
density of ECG signals, respectively. In [9], an imagebased technique is presented which extracts
discriminative informat ion fro m the trajectories of ECG
signals in the state space. The method presented in [10]
used SVM for classificat ion of heart beats. In [11], the
authors used Lyapunov exponents as their features and
a recurrent neural network trained them to d ifferentiate
between four types of beats. In [12], different
classification systems based on linear discriminant
classifiers are explo red. In [13], the authors used Hermit
functions and self-organizing maps for clustering of
ECG signals. In [14], a power spectral based method is
proposed for the classificat ion of cardiac arrhythmias.
In [15], an auto matic online beat segmentation and
classification system based on a Markovian approach is
proposed. In [16], a Gaussian mixture model based
classifier is presented for ECG classification after the
registration of ECG s ignal using Pan-To mpkins
algorith m. The classification scheme is based on the
principle co mponents extracted from the ECG features
using principal co mponent analysis. In [17], a rulebased rough-set decision system is presented for the
development of an inference engine for disease
identification. In [18], a patient-adapting heart beat
classifier system based on linear discriminants is
proposed. In [19], the authors used different classifiers
such as SVMs and MLP neural networks.
As mentioned above, artificial neural networks
(ANNs) have been widely applied for detecting
arrhythmias. However, the practicability of ANNs is
limited due to some weaknesses [20]. Using SVMs is
the method that is receiving increasing attention, with
remarkable results recently [21]. The main difference
between ANNs and SVMs is the principle of risk
minimizat ion.
The largest problems encountered in setting up the
SVM model are how to select the kernel function and
its parameter values. The parameters that should be
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optimized include the penalty parameter (C) and the
kernel function parameters such as the value of gamma

( ) for the radial basis function (RBF) kernel. On the
other hand, one of the other SVM classifier problems is
selecting the number of features. Therefore, both
suitable feature subset selection and model parameter
setting play an important role in the classification
performance [22]. In this study, particle swarm
optimization (PSO) is chosen as an optimization
technique to optimize the input feature subset selection
and the SVM parameters setting simultaneously.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the efficient features. Section 3 describes the
concepts needed, including the basic SVM and PSO
concepts. Section 4 describes the PSO-SVM hybrid
system. Section 5 describes the experimental design,
including the data description and experiment settings.
Some of the evaluation results of this system are given
in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes with a
discussion of the paper.

II.

Efficient Features

Feature extraction p lays an important role in any
classification task. In this wo rk, based on extensive
research, we have used a balanced combination of
morphological and timing features. These features
describe the basic shape of the signals and position of
waves within a given window o f beats. The extracted
parameters that describe the basic shape of the beats are:
amp litude of P-peak (amP), amplitude of Q-valley
(ampQ), amplitude of R-peak (amp R), amplitude of Svalley (ampS) and amplitude of T-peak (ampT).
Features that describe wave position within a beat
window are: position of P-peak (posP), position of Qvalley (posQ), position of R-peak (posR), position of Svalley (posS) and position of T-peak (posT). The time
duration between PVC beats contains useful
informat ion about their types. So we define three
features called n xtRR, prev RR and ratRR. These
features are defined as the time interval between the
next (n xt RR), and the previous (prevRR) beats and also
the time ratio between the last beat to the next one
(ratRR), respectively. To extract these features we
propose a two-steps method. The first step involves the
cutting of the normal and PVC and other beats by
making use of the annotation files which exist in MITBIH arrhyth mia database. The second step involves
identification of peaks and valleys in every normal or
abnormal beat and obtaining their respective amp litudes
and positions.
In order to break to normal and abnormal beats, we
process annotated file records fro m MIT-BIH database.
For examp le to extract the normal beats , the algorithm
examines the annotation file wh ich contains the indices
of the normal beat. Then it creates a matrix with rows
equal to the number of normal beats. An R-wave
detector is required to in itialize our co mputer-aided
Copyright © 2013 MECS

ECG classificat ion process. Afterwards, the algorithm
saves 180 samp les surrounding the target normal beat
fro m all the recorded samples. The samp le beat itself is
also saved in the final matrix. We also extracted the
abnormal beats in the same manner.
After classification of normal and abnormal beats,
peaks and valleys are detected. For this purpose, we
implemented the Al-Alaoui algorith m [23]. The peak
and valley detector recognizes the P, Q, R, S, and T
waves. A normalization procedure is introduced to
eliminate the effect of amplitude changes. The 180sample vectors, before extract ion of features, were
normalized to a mean of zero and standard deviation of
unity.
In addition to the morphological features, we also
extracted three local t iming features that contributed to
the discriminating power of mo rphology-based features,
especially in discriminating morphologically similar
heartbeat patterns. They are an R-R time interval rat io
(IR) and two R-R time intervals. The IR ratio feature
reflects the deviation fro m a constant beat rate and was
defined as:

IRi 

Ti  Ti 1
Ti 1  Ti

(1)

T
where i represents the time at which the R-wave for
beat i occurs. The local RR-interval ratio information
was chosen as opposed to other parameters such as
average RR-interval because it provides a convenient
( IRi ~ 1)
differentiator between normal beats
and PVC
( IRi  1)
beats
, and is normalized by definition
IRi  1
(
at constant rate). Two other timing features are
the next and previous R-R t ime intervals for each
heartbeat. Each feature vector is then normalized to
have a zero-mean and a unit variance.

III. Needed Concepts
3.1 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
We have proposed a mu lti-class SVM based classifier.
SVM is a supervised machine learn ing method that was
originally developed for b inary classification problems,
but it can be used for multi-class classification [24].
SVM, uses structural risk min imization (SRM ) princip le
whereas in ANN, emp irical risk minimizat ion (ERM ) is
used min imizing the erro r on the train ing data [25].
Following subsections describe the binary SVM
classifier and multi-class SVM classifier.
3.1.1 Binary SVM
SVM performs classification tasks by constructing
optimal separating hyper-planes (OSH). OSH
maximizes the margin between the two nearest data
points belonging to two separate classes.
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linear separation may be possible. The kernel functions
of SVMs are as follows:
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The dual of the problem is given by [25]:
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Gaussian radial basis function (GRBF):
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subject to (23), where C is the
penalty parameter, which controls the tradeoff between
the complexity of the decision function and the number
of training examples, misclassified.
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optimal weights are given by:
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After training, the follo wing, the decision function,
becomes:
l

 y  K (x, x )  b )

f (x)  sgn(

b )
*

i 1

*
i i
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(7)

*
where i ’s are optimal Lagrange multipliers.
For input data with a h igh nois e level, SVM uses soft
margins can be expressed as follows with the
introduction
of
the
non-negative
slack

,
i

1
,...,
l
variables i
:
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 i* is derived by:

(6)

x
for any support vector i . The optimal decision
function (ODF) is then given by:

(9-4)

l
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*
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constraints of
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where  , d,
and
are the parameters of the
kernel functions. After a kernel function is selected, the
QP problem will become:

To find the OSH, it must maximize Ld under the

i 1

(8)

To obtain the OSH, it should be minimizing the

Linear:

 i yi (wT xi  b)  1

i 1

i  1,2,...,l

for

be


T
separated by the hyper-plane w x  b  0 , where w is
the weight vector and b is bias. If this hyper-plane
maximizes the marg in, then the fo llo wing inequality is
valid for all input data:

yi (wT xi  b)  1, for all xi
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*

i

(12)

The performance of SVM can be controlled through
the term C and the kernel parameter which are called
hyper-parameters. These parameters influence on the
number of the support vectors and the maximization
margin of the SVM.
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3.1.2 Multi-class SVM-based Classifier

among all the particles in the population (global model)

There are two widely used methods to extend binary
SVMs to mu lti-class problems [26]. One of them is
called the one-against-all (OAA) method. Suppose we
have a P-class pattern recognition problem, P
independent SVMs are constructed and each of them is
trained to separate one class of samples fro m all others.
When testing the system after all the SVMs are trained,
a sample is input to all the SVMs. Suppose this sample
belongs to class P1 ideally only the SVM trained to
separate class P1 fro m the others can have a positive
response. Another method is called one-against-one
(OAO) method. For a P-class problem, P (P - 1)/2
SVMs are constructed and each of them is trained to
separate one class from another class. Again, the
decision of a testing sample is based on the voting result
of these SVMs. The structure of th is classifier is
showed by Fig. 1.

is represented by the symbol . The index of the best
particle among all the particles in a defined topological
neighborhood (local model) is represented by the index

As mentioned the performance of mu lti-class SVM
based classifier can be controlled through hyperparameters of the SVMs. In this paper we have an
optimization algorith m, namely PSO for selection of the
optimal values of these parameters. Next section
describes this optimization method.

g

subscript l . The rate of movement (velocity) for
particle i at time step t is represented as
Vi (t )  (vi1 (t ), vi 2 (t ),..., viN (t )) . The part icle variab les are
man ipulated according to the following equation (global
model [27]):

vin (t )  wi  vin (t  1)
 c1  rand1()  ( pin  xin (t  1))
 c2  rand 2()  ( pgn  xin (t  1))
xin (t )  xin (t  1)  vin (t )

3.2 Particle Swarm Optimization
This section provides a brief introduction to basic
PSO concepts. PSO is a form o f stochastic optimization
technique originally developed by Kennedy and
Eberhart [27] that orig inated fro m the simulation of the
behavior of a group of a flock of birds or school of fish
or the social behavior of a group of people. Each
individual flies in the search space with a velocity
which is dynamically ad justed according to its own
fly ing e xperience and its companions' fly ing experience,
instead of using evolutionary operators to manipulate
the individuals like in other evolutionary computational
algorith ms. Each individual is considered as a volumeless particle (a po int) in the N-d imensional search space.
At time step t , the ith particle is represented
X (t )  ( xi1 (t ), xi 2 (t ),..., xiN (t ))
as i
. The set of positions

a
m
of particles in
mu ltid imensional space is identified

X  { X1 ,..., X j ,..., X l ,...,X m }

as
. The best previous
position (the position giving the best fitness value) of
the ith particle is recorded and represented
P (t )  ( pi1 , pi 2 ,..., piN )
as i
. The index of the best particle
Copyright © 2013 MECS

(14)

(1  n  N ) , c1 and c2 are
where n is the dimension
rand1() and rand 2() are two
positives constants,
random functions in the range [0, 1], and w is the
inertial weight.
The inert ial weight is linearly decreasing [28]
according to the following equation:

wt  wmax 

Fig. 1: T he structure of the classifier

(13)

wmax  wmin
t
tmax

(15)

(lbest )
For the neighborhood
model, the only change
pgn
pin
is to substitute
for
in the equation for velocity.
This equation in the global model is used to calculate a
particle's new velocity according to its previous velocity
and the distance of its current position fro m its own best
( pbest )
experience
and the group's best experience
( gbest )
. The local model calculation is identical,
except that the neighborhood's best experience is used
instead of the group's best experience.
Particle swarm optimization has been used for
approaches that can be used across a wide range of
applications, as well as for specific applications focused
on a specific requirement. Its attractiveness over many
other optimization algorith ms relies in its relative
simp licity because only a few parameters need to be
adjusted.

IV. Classification Modeling by the Combi nation of
PSO and a Support Vector Machine (PSO-SVM)
In this research, a nonlinear SVM based on the
popular Gaussian kernel (SVM -RBF) has been studied.
The largest problems encountered in setting up the
SVM model are how to select the kernel function and
its parameter values. The parameters that should be
optimized include the penalty parameter (C) and the
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2013, 06, 25-33
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kernel function parameters such as the value of gamma


( ) for the radial basis function (RBF) kernel.

On the other hand, one of the other SVM classifier
problems is selecting the number of features. With a
small and appropriate feature subset, the rationale for
the classification decision can be realized more easily.
Therefore, both suitable feature subset selection and
model parameter setting play an important ro le in the
classification performance [22].
Particle representati on. The part icle is co mprised of

three parts: the input features, C, and , when the RBF
kernel is selected. Fig. 2 illustrates the representation of
a particle with dimension n  2 , where n is the total
number of input features (variables) of a data set. The
value of the n variab les ranges between 0 and 1. If the
value of a variab le is less than or equal to 0.5, then its
corresponding feature is not chosen. Conversely, if the
value of a variable is greater than 0.5, then its
corresponding feature is chosen (see Fig. 2).
Fitness function. The fitness function is used to
evaluate the quality of every particle which must be
designed before searching for the optimal values of both
the SVM parameters and the feature selection. The
fitness function is based on the classification accuracy
of the SVM classifier.

Particle

Input features

C



x1 x2 ................ xn

xn 1

xn  2

Fig. 2: Particle representation
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30,873 beats; 22,476 normal beats, 5,394 abnormal
PVC arrhythmia beats, and 3,003 other arrhythmic beats.
We used the database index files fro m database to
locate beats in ECG signals.

5.2 Experiment settings
In the experiments, we considered a nonlinear SVM
based on the popular Gaussian kernel (SVM -RBF). The

related parameters C and for this kernel were varied
in the arbitrarily fixed ranges [1, 100000] and [0, 1] so
as to cover high and small regularization o f the
classification model, and fat as well as thin kernels,
respectively. In addition, for co mparison purposes, we
implemented, in the first experiment, the SVM classifier
with t wo other kernels, namely linear and polynomial
kernels, leading therefore to two other SVM classifiers,
termed as SVM -linear and SVM -poly, respectively. The
degree d of the polynomial kernel was varied in the
range [2, 5] in order to span polynomials with low and
high flexib ility. In the particle swarm, there are several
coefficients whose values can be adjusted to produce a
better rate of convergence. Table 1 shows the
coefficient values in the PSO algorithm.
T able 1: Coefficient values in the PSO algorithm
Swarm size

20

Acceleration constant

3

Maximum velocity

8

Maximum number of iterations

200

Size of the local neighborhood

2

Constants C1=C2

2

Experiment Design

5.1 MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database
The MIT-BIH arrhythmia database [29] was used as
the data source in this study. The database contains 48
recordings. Each has a duration of 30 minutes and
includes two leads; the modified limb lead II and one of
the modified leads V1, V2, V4 or V5. The sampling
frequency is 360 Hz, the data are bandpass filtered at
0.1–100 Hz and the resolution is 200 samp les per mV.
Twenty-three of the recordings are intended to serve as
a representative sample of routine clinical recordings
and 25 recordings contain complex ventricu lar,
junctional, and supraventricular arrhythmias. There are
over 109,000 labelled ventricu lar beats fro m 15
different heartbeat types. There is a large d ifference in
the number of examp les in each heart beat type. The
largest class is ―Normal beat‖ with about 75,000
examples and the smallest class is ―Supraventricular
premature beat‖ (SP) with just two examples.
The database is indexed both in timing informat ion
and beat classification. For more details about MITBIH
Arrhythmia database see [30]. We used a total of 12
records fro m the database. We extracted a total of
Copyright © 2013 MECS

VI. Results
6.1 Experi ment 1: classification in the whole
original hyper-dimensional feature space
As the first experiment, we applied the SVM
classifier directly on the entire o rig inal hyperdimensional feature space, which is made up of 13
features. The performances of the one-against-one
(OAO) and the one-against-all (OAA) methods using
the SVM classifier with different kernels are co mpared
in Tab le 2. We chose the best SVM classifier parameter
values to maximize this prediction.
As reported in Table 2, the percentage recognition
accuracies of the OAO and OAA methods achieved
with the SVM classifier based on the Gaussian kernel
(SVM -RBF) on the test set were equal to 95.1970% and
95.0913%, respectively. These results were better than
those achieved by SVM-linear and SVM -poly. Indeed,
the percentage recognition accuracies of the OAO (and
OAA) methods were equal to 93.8427% (92.0160%) for
the SVM-linear classifier and 95.0253% (94.8006%) for
the SVM-poly classifier.
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2013, 06, 25-33
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6.2 Experi ment 2: performance evaluati on with
optimization in different runs
In this experiment, we trained the SVM classifier
based on the Gaussian kernel, wh ich proved in the

previous experiments to be the most appropriate kernel
for ECG beat classificat ion; then, to evaluate the
performance of the proposed algorithm (PSO-SVM),
eight different runs were performed. PSO finds the best
combination of the parameters of the SVM classifier

T able 2: Performance comparison of the one-against-one (OAO) and one-against-all (OAA) methods with different kernels
Method

SVM-linear

SVM-linear

SVM-poly

SVM-poly

SVM-rbf

SVM-rbf

Recognition accuracy (%)

O AO

O AA

O AO

O AA

O AO

O AA

93.8427

92.0160

95.0253

94.8006

95.1970

95.0913

Normal

PVC

O ther

Normal

21755

197

324

PVC

447

4410

337

O ther

437

122

2244

Normal

21297

309

670

PVC

470

4441

283

O ther

528

157

2118

Normal

22010

141

125

PVC

368

4494

332

O ther

429

111

2263

Normal

21868

245

163

PVC

266

4567

361

O ther

410

129

2264

Normal

22024

135

117

PVC

339

4526

329

O ther

423

111

2269

Normal

21887

213

176

PVC

228

4616

350

O ther

397

122

2284

T able 3: Selected features and the optimal values of the SVM classifier parameters for different runs
Run

Unnecessary features

Size of features



C

Best fitness

#1

[6,8]

11

0.0086

28597.68

97.21

#2

[6,8]

11

0.0085

29122.62

97.19

#3

[1,5,6,8]

9

0.0019

177892.44

97.15

#4

[8,11]

11

0.0038

61024.65

97.18

#5

[8,11]

11

0.0041

55219.29

97.18

#6

[6,8,11]

10

0.0020

211879.98

97.12

#7

[7,13]

11

0.0823

710.01

97.03

#8

[1,4,5,7,10,11,13]

6

0.1434

2853.45

97.05

And features to gain the fitness function maximu m.
More detailed informat ion about the selected features
and the optimal values of the SVM classifier parameters

(i.e., the
parameter and optimal values of the C
parameter) obtained by the proposed algorithm (PSOSVM) are shown in Tab le 3. The proposed algorithm
successfully finds the global optimu m just with 200
iterations. It can be seen that the sixth, eighth and
eleventh features were the most unnecessary features
Copyright © 2013 MECS

among mult iple runs. Using eleven features and
optimu m SVM parameters, the proposed PSO-SVM
algorith m produced the best accuracy of 97.21%. Fig. 3
and Fig. 4 show the values of sixth and eighth features
for 100 samp les of each of three classes. As it can be
seen, these features don't provide good discrimination
for three classes. However, other features such as 10th
and 12th (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) provide good discrimination
for Other and PVC classes.
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2013, 06, 25-33
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Fig. 3: scatter plot of the sixth feature for 100 samples of three classes
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Fig. 6: scatter plot of the 12th feature for 100 samples of three classes

VII. Discussion and Conclusion
In this study, PSO-SVM approach is proposed for an
automatic ECG beat classificat ion. Th is approach
presents methods for improving SVM performance in
two aspects: feature selection and parameter
optimization. The new method that proposed in this
paper is the comb ination of a support vector machine
and particle swarm optimization (PSO-SVM). This
modified PSO is jointly applied to optimize the feature
selection and the SVM kernel parameter.
Ten morphological features are extracted. Three
timing features are ext racted as well. This co mbination
of features captures all the temporal and shaping aspects
of beats to classify ECG beats in three different classes.
Fig. 4: scatter plot of the eighth feature for 100 samples of three
classes

The SVM was emp loyed as the classifier. In the first
experiment the OAO and OAA SVM using linear,
polynomial with various orders and GRBF kernels were
examined. As reported in Table 2, the percentage
recognition accuracy achieved with the SVM classifier
based on the Gaussian kernel (SVM_rbf) using OAO
method on the test set was better than those achieved by
SVM-linear and SVM-poly with various orders. So,
GRBF kernel and OAO strategy was used in other
experiments. We evaluated the proposed model using a
data set in the second experiment. The simu lation
results indicate that the PSO-SVM method can correctly
select the discriminating input features and also achieve
high classification accuracy (97.21%, see Table 3). This
high efficiency is achieved with 11 features, which have
been selected using the particle swarm optimizer. Fro m
the obtained experimental results, it is obvious that the
proposed PSO-SVM approach boosts the generalization
capability achievable with the SVM classifier and can
achieve high classification accuracies while training
beats are limited.

Fig. 5: scatter plot of the tenth feature for 100 samples of three classes

Copyright © 2013 MECS
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